
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Contracting Prescribed Fire  
DAVE HANNIBAL (Base Manager, Grayback Forestry) 

How much fire are line officers and managers comfortable with and how far can we 
push that limit? It’s time to change our thinking on a grand scale if we’re to come 
close to meeting the need. Dave will present an in-depth look at the benefits and 
challenges of contracting prescribed fire, versus completing the work with in-house 
teams. He’ll break down the numbers of backlog vs. yearly achievement vs. planned 
acres, with real-time statistics. Dave will also discuss the types of contracts, day rates, 
and pros vs cons of full service prescribed burn contracts. 
	
Key Points: 

• Malheur NF used to use contracts for burning, but stopped 
• BMFP story of realizing gap between planning & accomplishments on fire 
• Do we treat on time with prescribed fire @ $80/acre or wait and spent 

$800/acre? 
• We all need to push social license on prescribed and managed fire 

 

 
Question: How often do you use treatment versus fire versus both? 

Answer: Varies. Used to be 2 months of burning, now piling and thinning 
more. Hard to retain qualified people for prescribed burning. 

 
Q: How to you handle crew logistics? 

A: Nice to work from base, but we do travel 
 
Q: Stewardship and prescribed fire, is the contractor doing smoke management, 
moisture level testing, etc.? 

A: Agency does smoke management. Contractor does moisture, measure of 
accomplishment. Contractor tests moisture for the burn window. Still working 
through contract details. COR could stop/change the way we burn.  

 
Q: How do we better prepare a workforce? Too much suppression emphasis.  

A: Contractors get prescribed burning experience, leading to comfortability 
with it. Imbed a prescribed fire team in suppression efforts. Stop late-day 
ignitions. More training and opportunities.  

	
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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